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In the preseut paper a sequence of points in the unit square is coustruckd such 
that its discrepancy function fulfills a stronger version of an inequality from 
J. H. Halton. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
Let k be a positive integer. Consider the k-dimensional unit cube, Uk, 
consisting of the points 
& = (x(l),..., x’“‘), 0 < x(i) < 1 (i = l,..., k). 
Now for a box B contained in W, namely for a set of points &, 
(J’“’ < x(i) < pi’ , 0 < u’i) < b”’ < 1 (i = l,..., k), 
denote by v(B) its “volume”: 
u(B) = fi (b(i) - u(i)). 
i-l 
Let 
& = (x2),..., x?‘) (n = 1, 2, 3,...) 
be a sequence of points belonging to Uk. For every natural number N and 
any box B contained in Uk, let Z(N; B) denote the number of points & E B 
with 1 < II < N. Set D(N; B) = Z(N; B) - A%(B). Now d(N), called the 
discrepancy function of the sequence {&}, is defined by 
hN) = sup I D(N; WI, 
B 
where the supremum is taken over all boxes B contained in Uk. (We use the 
term “rectangle” for boxes of the above form when k = 2.) 
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It was shown by Roth [2] that, for every sequence {&I of points belonging 
to Uk, for some c = c(k) > 0, 
liin:_yp {d(N)(log N)-klz} > c. 
On the other hand, Halton [l] (see also [4]) proved that for any given set 
of k pairwise relatively prime integers q1 ,..., qrc , all greater than 1, there 
exists a sequence of points in Uk for which 
li%!2p (log N)” ’ do < (+)k (41 - 1) -** (4s - 1). 
These sequences, which are constructed following a method from Van der 
Corput [T] (for the case k = I), are called Hammersley’s sequences (being 
suggested by J. M. Hammersley). Perhaps the aforementioned result of Roth 
is true with (log N)-” in place of (log N)-“i2 as has been shown to be the case 
by Schmidt [3] for k = 1. This suggests that the construction of sequences 
for which the “lim sup” under consideration is small has some interest. 
From this point of view, clearly, it is economical to take the first k primes 
for the integers q1 ,..., qk; here. 
From now on we take k = 2. We have then, from the aforementioned 
results, a sequence in U2 for which 
lirns,,p d(N)(log N)-2 G 2 (-i-&-i2. 
Our object here is to prove the following improvement of this result. This 
has been made possible because, roughly speaking, we are able to take 
q1 = 2 = q2 . We state the result as 
THEOREM 1. There exists a sequence ofpoints belonging to U2 for which 
li%+s_smup d(N)(log N)-2 < (&)‘. 
It will be apparent from the proof that there are continuum many sequences 
of points belonging to U2 for which the inequality of the theorem holds. 
2. NOTATION 
Al1 the points, in the sequel, belong to U2 and each of their components 
is written but in the dyadic scale with the usual convention that in the 
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dyadic representation of a number an infinite chain of l’s does not occur. 
Now if L > 1 is an integer and X is a point 
3 = (0 . xp)xp)xp) . ..) 0 . ,jzy),p) . ..). 
then we denote by &LLl the point 
xm = (0 . $) . . . $, 0 . *y . . . $). 
and, if (rl , r,) is a pair of nonnegative integers with r1 + r2 > 0 we define 
the rational number $(rI , r2) by 
s(rl , y2) = 0 . xl” ... xi:)xF) ... xt’ 
with the convention that if one of the numbers rl, r2 is zero then the corre- 
sponding component of & does not contribute any digit to this rational 
number. It is clear that 
XTrl , r2) = XCr, , r2> if L 3 max(r, , rJ. (1) 
Further, if Y is another point we write 
to express that 
X(rl , r2> = Hrl 1 r,); ZCrl + 6, , r2 + &J f Y(rl + 6, , r2 + a,>, 
where 6, , 6, are nonnegative integers with 6, + 6, > 0. For integer r > 0 
and i = 1,2, we introduce the functions 
$)(JI, -y) = 1 if .$’ + v>’ 
= -1 if x:T) - yp’. 
(Here _Y = (0 - y:“y~“y~’ a**, 0 * ~~~‘y~~‘y~’ e-e).) Clearly these functions are 
symmetric in & and y. If E = & 1 and 6 is either 0 or 1, we define 
E(S) = 6 if l =+l 
=l--6 if E = -1. 
Whenever it is convenient, we write 6’ for 1 - 6. 
3. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
We shall deduce Theorem 1 from the following Theorem 2 in the usual 
way. This deduction is deferred to the end, where it is given for the sake of 
completeness. 
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THEOREM 2. There exists a sequence of points in U2, 
with the folIowing property: Given any “elementary rectangle” in U2, that is 
a set of points of the form 
u12-r1 < x(l) < (Ul + 1) 2+, u22-zS < x(2) < (u, + 1) 2+ 
with nonnegative integers u, , u, , 1, , I, subject to lI + 1, = m > 0, there 
is exactly one point &, (j2” < n < (j + 1) 29 belonging to the given rectangle 
for every integer j > 0. 
In the notation of Section 2 we can express Theorem 2 in the following 
equivalent form: 
THEOREM 2*. There exists a sequence of points {&} in U2 such that if 
(Z, , 1,) is any pair of nonnegative integers with II + I2 = m > 0, then for 
every given integer j > 0 the rational numbers 
are all distinct. 
&Vl , 12) (j2” < n < (j + 1) 2”) 
For the equivalence of these two theorems it suffices to note two points: 
(1) For any given pair of nonnegative integers (I1 , 12) with I1 + 1, = 
m > 0 the number of elementary rectangles given in Theorem 2 is 2z1+zz = 2”; 
(2) The points J? of an elementary rectangle given in Theorem 2 are 
characterized by 
Zi 
ui = c u9-r (i = 1, 2). 
+=1 
In the subsequent sections, for the sequence {&}, we use the representation 
of Zn described in Theorem 2. 
4. AL AND THE INDUCTION HYPOTHESES 
For integers L > 1 we denote by AL the set of points skLl, 1 < n < 2L. 
The construction of the required sequence is achieved through the procedure 
described below for extending AL to A,,, . We show that the constructed 
sequence fulfills the following conditions: 
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(7~~) For any pair of nonnegative integers (f, , 1J with 0 < iI + 12 = 
m < L and any integer j, 0 < j < 2=+‘, the numbers 
Xk=Vl , l2) (j2” < n < (j + 1) 2”) 
are all distinct. 
$9,) L >, 2. For any pair of nonnegative integers (rr , r2) with rl + r2 = 
L - 1 and any two points & Y belonging to AL such that 
C’,.‘,) 
x - Y, 
the functions E:“‘(& y), 1 < r < L, are independent of & and y; i.e., they 
depend only on AL , r, and r2 . 
Now, we start with the construction of A2 . Take 
&p’ = (0 . SIE1 , 0 * S,$), &I = (0 . &ET, 0 * S&2*), 
$21 = (0 . 8 -9 14 3 0 . S.g’), p = (0 . s;q, 0 * S2Ek), 
where S,, 6,, Q, cz, ET, E: are either 0 or 1, but arbitrary. Clearly we 
have r2. For the verification of Sz, we distinguish two cases: (i) r2 = 1. 
We have E~?(@, &:‘I) = (- 1) ?+l = eb2’(&s], ~$fl); (ii) r2 = 0. We have 
E~~)(&~], #I) = - 1 = ~~“‘(~~z~,~~“~), and E~*)(&~], &z]) = E = E~Q(~~~I, gi21>, 
where z = I or -I according as c2 # L$ or c2 = EC. Thus A, satisfies r2 
and 52, . 
Finally, we describe the procedure for extending AL to AL+1 (L > 2). 
Set (in the notation of Theorem 2) 
p (1) 
W2L.T = J&l.* (1 < n < 2L; 1 < r < L). 
Take x$+~ = 0 or I arbitrarily for 1 < n < 2= (but avoiding formation 
of an infinite chain of l’s for any component of &) and set 
(1) 
G-2L,L+1 = 
(1) 
c% LA (1 < n < 2L). 
(It may be noted that if x$+, is chosen to be 0 for 1 < n 6 2L (for all 
L > 2) and A, is suitably selected then the sequence of first components 
constructed as here will precisely be the sequence of Van der Corput.) 
To obtain the second components of points of At+l we proceed as follows. 
For any no, 1 < no < 2L, we consider the sequence of integers 
defined by the relations 
x[Ll CL--7-1.4 
- “r 
* -$Ll 
- %+t (0 < r < L - 1). (3) 
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It follows from 7rL (with m = L - 1) that sequence (2) is uniquely determined 
by any given n, (with r specified; 0 < r < L). Now set 
X?+,L T+l = (X 
(2) 
0 * n,,r+1 > (0 < r < L - 1). (4) 
It remains only to define x$+~ (1 < n ,( 2L+1). We take 
xtJ.L+I = 6, 
(2) 
xrl(I+2L,L+1 = 6' (1 < no < 2L), (5) 
where 8 = 0 or 1 arbitrary (but avoiding formation of an infinite chain of I’s 
for any component of &). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2” 
Suppose that AL satisfies both 7~~ and Q, for some L > 2. We shall prove 
presently that (under the construction of Section 4) the same property holds 
with respect to AL+1 . In view of (l), (7~~) proves Theorem 2*. However, 
we need (QL) for the deduction of nL+l from 52,+, , the latter of which is 
deduced in turn from nr, and Sz, . 
So we start by proving Q,,, . Now let (rl , rp) be a pair of nonnegative 
integers with rl + r2 = L. Let &AL+rl, &,?rl (1 < n < v < 2=+3 be points 
of AL+, satisfying 
$L+ll (5’4 [L.+ll 
-II t--$x, . (6) 
Now we show that 1 < n < 2L < v < 2L+1. First, we have v > 2L because 
of (1) and 7rl, (with m = L). Set v = v, + 2L. We claim that 
$L+ll _o\ 3” [L+ll 
- VI. 
holds (in the notation of (2)). For this we observe that (3) implies, whenever 
O<s<r<Landt+r<L, 
x(l) (1) . 
no,t = &ar,t 3 
p 
- ($!,L--T+lY; ?Q, L-r+1 - 
,(2) _ (.J2) ) 
n*,s+1 - n,.s+1 * 
Therefore, by (4), (5), and the construction of the first components of the 
sequence, our contention is valid (on using max(r, , r.J < L). Now, if 
n > 2L, we would have as above with n = no + 2L, by (6), 
xt L+-11 Z& & L+11 
- nv2 r2 (4, f  v,,) 
contradicting 7~~ with m = L. This argument shows also that n = vV2 (< 2L). 
Since n < 2L < v < 2L+1, we have 
EL+1 -n 
12) (xrL+ll, p+ll) = -1, 
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by (5). From what has gone before we obtain easily 
&p-y &ryfr+y = $)(&$ gp,, I <r<L. 
Using (3) and the induction hypothesis Q, (for AL) we see that the functions 
on the right here depend only on r, r2 , r2 + l,..., L, and AL . Hence we have 
QL+, for ALi1 . 
For the proof of Theorem 2* it remains to have nt+l for AL+1 . At the 
outset we have, by Sz,,, (with r2 = 0) and 
y[L+ll 
n 
,(L,oL p’-;l 
- n+2 (1 < II < 29, 
for each r, 1 < r < L + 1, an E.~ = I or - 1 depending only on r, A, such 
that 
xt2’ n+2L*, = 4&), 1 < n < 2L. 
From this it follows, using 7rL for AL, that for any pair of nonnegative 
integers (II , I,) with 0 < II + I2 = m < L and any integer j, 0 < j < 2L--m+l, 
the numbers 
xr+% 3 l2) (j2" < n < (j + 1) 2”) 
are all distinct. In the case I, + 1, = L + 1, observe that we can assume 
that max(l, , 1.J < L; i.e., /, > 1, 1, > 1. Now supposing that for some 
n, v, 1 d n < v < 2L+‘, we have 
it would follow (from 7rL+1 with m = L proved above) that 1 < n f 2L < 
v < 2L+1 and, just as before in connection with (6), also that 
X,(4 - 13 12) = Z”,z(h - 13 12); &db 2 12) f &vl 3 l2). 
Thus we would have 1 d n, vl, d 2L, n # Q, in contradiction to rL (with 
m = L), thereby disproving our supposition made above. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2*. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Since Theorems 2 and 2* are equivalent, we deduce now Theorem 1 from 
the former. Let H be the (finite) collection of all rectangles R of the following 
form: 
~,2-~ < X(l) < W12-h, V22-h < X@) < WS~-~ (0 < Uj < Wj < 2A;j = 1,2), 
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where ha0 given, vl, uz, W, , and IV, are integers. Set, for rectangles 
B_C V, 
MB) = R ~2~ (@,) - @,)); RI E H, R, E H 
AH = sip i:(B), 
B 
in the notation of Section 1, with D(N, B) defined with respect to the sequence 
{&} satisfying Theorem 2. 
First we obtain the relation 
d(N) < 4(N) + ml. (7) 
Let B be an arbitrary rectangIe contained in U2 and RI , R8 be rectangles 
belonging to H such that RI C B _C R, . (This is possible because the “empty 
rectangle” and Us belong to H.) Then we have 
WC RI) - NWG) - v(R,)) Q WV B) < D(N RJ + N(v(R,) - tiR,N. 
Now (7) follows. Next we note that & < 22-h. Further, since any interval 
of the form 
v2-” ,< x < w2-” (0 < o < w  G 2”, integers tr and w) 
can be written as a disjoint union of <2/r intervals of the form 
u2-” < x < (u + 1) 2-z (0 < ZJ -C 2z, I > 0 and u integers) 
(as can be shown by induction on h), we see that any rectangle R belonging 
to H can be represented as a disjoint union of \<(2J@ elementary rectangles 
of the form described in Theorem 2. But, by Theorem 2, for an elementary 
rectangle E of the same theorem 
) D(N; E)] = I Z(N, E) - N2-” 1 < 1. 
Hence we obtain d,(N) < (2/~)~, on using D(N; R) = C D(N; E) (in an 
obvious notation), where R = udisj E. Therefore, by (7), for the sequence 
of points satisfying Theorem 2 
d(N) Q (2h)2 + 22-&A? 
Since h is an arbitrary integer we take h to be the integral part of log, N to get 
li%?)p d(N)(log N)-2 ,( (-&)I. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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